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Students Keep
Watch On
Crisis in Japan
BY ANNIE ROONEY
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

MicheUe Abacherli/The Mirror
Members of the Leadership Community at Kostka Hall meet for a late-night "happy hour." Social events like these are a common theme in
Living and Learning Communities.

Class of 2013 Left Unsatisfied With
Living and Learning
BY GEORGIA LOBB
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

As emails from the Housing office at Fairfield flood mailboxes campus wide, many sophomores are left reflecting on this year's residential
experiences with the Living and Learning Communities.
The question resonates- We're living, but are we really learning?
"I think the living and learning communities stand for good causes,
but I don't think everybody that lives in them takes it seriously," says
Allie Cavalea '13, resident of the Ignatian Residential College at Loyola
Hall. "A lot of sophomores just think of it as just a way to be guaranteed
housing."

What It's All About •
Associate Dean of Students and Director of Student Development,
Joe Defeo, along with a team of Area Coordinators and personnel from
Residence Life took a chance by developing the Living and Learning
communities to cater to sophomore housing.
"We've learned a lot from this year and have made changes to better inform first year students about their options and the commitment
required," says DeFeo. "Next year we will have the same five residential
colleges."
The five communities, Creative Life, Environmental, Ignatian,
Leadership, and Service for Justice communities, feature retreats,
monthly meetings, and ■
weekly events in an effort

FUSA Elects
Knights For
President
BY DANICA CEBALLOS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Tuesday night, the Levee
was crowded with students filled
with school spirit.
As they awaited the results •.
for the new FUSA president,
almost 100 students gathered
around to watch the basketball
game and show their stag pride in
the FUSA election.
Yuri Sendzimir/The Mirror
At 9:38, the big announcePresident Elect Charlie Knights
ment was finally made and
celebrates his victory with friends.
students cheered when Charlie
remember that everything he is doKnights and Rob Vogel were announced the 65th FUSA President
ing is for the student body."
and Vice President for the 2011-2012
"I want to thank the voters for
school year.
their support," said new Vice PresiMinutes after the results were
dent Rob Vogel. "We wanted to talk
announced, Knights exclaimed, "I
to future constituents and get a good
am really excited and grateful for
base of what people want. We will
the support. Both Julio and I put our
keep the students informed and albest foot forward." He continued,
low them to really have a voice."
"FUSA is ready to make a great move
In considering needs for next
forward."
year, Jason Adames '12 stated, "The
next FUSA president needs to be betBefore the candidates discovered
who won, Julio Gomez was pacing in
ter at budget allocation."
While listening to the results for
anticipation of the results.
the class senators, Deirdre Forrest
At 9:36, approximately two
'13 expressed her views:
minutes before the winner was announced, Gomez claimed, "I am
"I hope that the next FUSA
president makes the organization the
excited and anxious. I just want to
pride of campus and creates exciteknow if everything worked out right."
ment amongst the student body, takWhen asked what advice he
ing the school in a new direction."
would give to the next president,
former FUSA president Eddie Muniz
stated, "He must be ready to work. I
wish him the best of luck. He must

LIVING | PAGE 6

Japan was hit Friday by what may
be the worst natural disaster on record
in that country. A 9.0-scaled earthquake
struck outside Japan's northeastern
shores and created a fatal tsunami that
police say killed 2,722 and left thousands
unaccounted for.
Prime Minister Naoto Kan said the
disaster is Japan's "worst crisis since
World War II," according to the New York
Times. News photos displayed fishing
boats and large ships floating through the
destructed communities. Houses broke
from their foundations, and cars with
drivers and passengers still inside were
also seen floating through the dark floods
of water.
Police teams said bodies washed
into the ocean when the tsunami first hit
and retreated, but since the storm's calm
700 bodies have washed back ashore into
the Miyagi Prefecture, a peninsula close
to the epicenter of the earthquake. Reports also state that about 400,000 people
are now homeless and utilizing available
shelters.
Warnings continued into Monday as
nuclear plants continued to remain unstable. A group of three nuclear reactors
JAPAN
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NewPrez., New Rules:
FUSA Resolution Sparks Constitution
BY DANICA CEBALLOS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When deciding on which candidate to
vote for in the FUSA election, many students
learned about the candidates' agreement to
abide by the newly written Constitution. While
this promise sounds legitimate, some students
are uninformed regarding the contents of this
document.
The Constitution is supposed to be
re-written every four years. However, according to Charlie Knights, the Chair'of the
Constitutional Convention Committee, it was
re-written after only two years because it "put
band-aids on the previous Constitution."
The Constitutional Convention was
brought about by a resolution in reference to
former FUSA President Eddie Muniz's reluctance to give a State of the University Address.
There was equal representation among
the different branches of FUSA. The eight
members consisted of four Senate representatives, two COSO representatives, one
Programming representative, and one Class
Council representative.
The first time the Constitution was
presented to Senate, it lost by only one vote.
Because it requires a two-thirds vote to pass,
the committee held another open forum to get
feedback from students. Knights explained,
"Every session was open and advertised,
whether taken advantage of by the student
body or not"
The committee had been revising the
first Constitution since Nov. 3,2010. According to Knights, "The mission was to make any
necessary changes to help FUSA better match
the needs of the students." FUSA members
researched other universities' Constitutions
and spoke with members of other universities
in order to gather the best ideas.
The main issue dealt with restructuring
Class Councils and redistributing responsibili-

ties among them. The committee decided to
cut down the executive branch in an attempt
to create "more ownership within branches to
allow them to flourish on their own," claimed
Knights.
The new Constitution passed on March
2,2011. Each Class Council now consists of
the class president and four other senators, as
opposed to the previous set up of three Class
Council members with eight senators. "Now
the Class Councils have more defined roles
and a stream-line view," said Knights.
These changes of the Constitution will
be implemented with the conclusion of the
current elections. While the representatives
currently sit eight per class, there will now be a
FUSA President and Vice President as well as
five senators per class after the conclusion of
the elections. The Election Commissioner will
then decide upon a date for a second round
of elections in which students will vote for a
president for each class from those five senators chosen on Tuesday.
With this change in the Constitution, the
Class Councils will be better able to keep the
figurehead role of the class president. The
class president will be a senator with added
responsibilities. In this way, FUSA "will no
longer lose out on the most qualified and
enthusiastic candidates," Knights said. In
addition, it will "keep the choice within the
student body."
Each senator will have a specialty in
order to deal with student issues in specific
areas. They will be responsible for their own
initiatives involving student life and academic
committees.
•
"We are trying to change the negative
image of FUSA," stated Knights. "We are interested in the more general mission, which is to
program for the students, student advocacy,
and club management and development."
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TOMS Shoes Are the Right Fit for Fairfield
BY LOAN LE
ASST. VINE EDITOR

People around the world will forgo shoes on April 5.
The popular shoe company TOMS has planned an event
to raise awareness about children who do not own shoes.
Students will be looking to bring this event to Fairfield
campus.
One Day Without Shoes asks participants to go
about their day without wearing shoes, just like many
unfortunate children must do every day in economically
disadvantaged places of the world.
Not having footwear poses dangerous health threats
to children, because cuts and scrapes from walking on
rocky ground increase the chance of disease transmission.
Last year, the TOMS club succeeded in organizing
an on-campus event for One Day Without Shoes. They
had a "No Shoes" hangout on the Oak Room lawn for
participants. They also created a banner that had all of
the participants' footprints on it.
"I started the TOMS Club to raise an overall awareness about the company and its message," said the club's
former president Emily Robillard '11. "As a business
major, I found the business model very innovative and
inspiring in shaping the idea of'conscious consumerism'—an overall insight into what your purchases are
going to support in the long run."
Cristina Richardson '14 will be assisting Robillard in
next month's event.
"When I look at the movement that TOMS shoes has
created, I can't help but ask what I can do in any small
way," she said. "And on April 5 we can all do something
together to experience just for one day what children and
adults have to suffer through every single day."
This year, however, it has been difficult to find the
time to keep the club going, said Robillard. Although

Contributed by TOMS

TOMS seeks to put shoes on the feet of underprivileged children around the world.

there is no official TOMS club on campus this year,
Robillard and Richardson still plan to see that the event
happens.
TOMS, started in 2006 by Entrepreneur Blake Mycoskie, is also known for its 'one for one' movement. For
every pair of shoes that a customer buys, the company
will give a pair to a child in need. TOMS also provides
assistance in health and education.
So far, through partnerships with numerous human-

itarian organizations situated around the world, TOMS
has helped 23 countries including South Africa, Peru and
Malawi.
All interested people should contact Emily Robillard
at e.robillard@student.fairfield.edu if they would like to
help or to participate in the shoeless events'throughout
the day.

Fairfield U Experiences a Mass Blackout,
But Remembers All of It
BY ANNIE ROONEY
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Driving onto Fairfield's campus on Saturday
afternoon all was dark.
At 5:30 p.m. the majority of campus lost
power after a car accident struck a transformer
pole less than two miles from campus, close to
the Home Depot. There were no injuries reported
from the accident, according to the Connecticut
Post.
Since all University power comes from town,
the car accident directly affected campus power,
said the director of Public Safety Todd Pelazza.
The townhouses did not lose power as the
housing is on a separate power grid.
Fairfield students were forced to leave the
comfort of their dorm rooms in The Quad and
The Village for almost five hours. Students who
were not able to leave campus sought refuge in
the campus center leading the building to reach
full capacity as the night progressed. Power returned at 10:05 p.m. that night allowing students
to return to their dorms.
"The blackout was unexpected, full of confusion and unanswered questions. Fortunately
precautions were taken by moving to a building
with light. I did feel like more information should
have been given to the students to lessen the fear
and confusion," said Astrid Quinones '14.
Other students enjoyed spending time in the
crowded campus center. "The bonding time was
extraordinary," John Lobo '14 said.
Pelazza complimented the Residence Life
staff on their cooperation and efficiency in handling the brief inconvenience.
A photo Illustration of what campus looked like at the time of the blackout.
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Campus Crime Beat
Thursday, March 10
7:01 p.m.
Three cars on the DPS
chronic traffic violator list
were towed. If you believe
yourself to be on the DPS
chronic violator list, DPS
encourages you to visit
the Public Safety office
located on the ground
floor of Loyola Hall.

An assault case involving a student and a nonstudent occurred at the townhouses. The incident
is still under investigation by the Department of Public Safety.

6:51 p.m.
a mailbox belonging to a house owned by
I airfield U. was vandalized
on Round Hill Road.

6:11p.m.
A campus-wide power outage
ensued after an off-campus motor vehicle accident knocked over power lines,
ower was restored at 10:00 p.m.

9:36 a.m.
A vandalization report was
made to DPS after a vehicle was
found splattered with an unidentified liquid substance in the area of
the townhouses.

Thursday, March 10
7:01 p.m.
A witness reported that a vehicle
struck a university gate before fleeing campus. Heavy
damage to the gate was sustained and the driver was
identified.

Sunday, March 13
5:00 a.m.
A number of non-students were involved in an
incident of assault that hospitalized one, and led to the
arrest of another for possession of Marijuana. All parties have been identified and the matter is still under
investigation.

Saturday, March 12
1:49 a.m.
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Marriage and Family Therapy Training Center
Brings Opportunities to Fairfield

Contributed by Fairfield University

The new Clinical Training Fascility seeks to "provide a professional space for students
to gain clinical experience on site," according to the Center's website.

BY SASH A CAMPBELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

An outlet for marriage and family therapy training will be the newest
installation to be available on Fairfield
University's campus.
On April 8 Fairfield President Jeffrey
P. von Arx, S.J. will dedicate the Kathryn
P. Koslow Center for Marriage and Family
Therapy during its campus opening.
The Center is located next door to

the University's Early Learning Center
near the Round Hill entrance to camp.
It will serve as a training facility for the
students enrolled in the Graduate School
of Education and Allied Professors within
the Marriage and Family Therapy masters
program and offer services to patients.
A donation from '05 alumna and
member of the Marriage and Family
Therapy Board Kathryn Koslow, provided
for renovations to an existing campus
building.
State of the art technology was in-

stalled and will enable advanced graduate students in the Marriage and Family
Therapy graduate program to provide
individuals, couples and families with
clinical services. Service fees are determined by the Center's scale.
Fairfield's Marriage and Family Therapy program aims to "prepare
candidates for careers as marriage and
family therapists. The curriculum and
clinical training at Fairfield University
focuses on preparing you to work in a
wide variety of professional settings with
diverse populations experiencing a broad
range of problems," according to the Fairfield graduate program website.
The program and new facility will
help fulfill this mission, allowing students to get real world, hands-on experience while working with actual patients.
The center will have, "five therapy
rooms including one especially for children containing toys that encourage play
therapy," according to a University press
release.
"Several therapy rooms have twoway mirrors that allow graduate students
to observe the therapy sessions performed by one student and a supervisor
from a discreet location. Where no twoway mirror is possible, an unobtrusive
camera has been placed in the room and
broadcasts a session while student therapists watch from a control room outfitted
with headphones, a monitor and the ability to listen to a session directly through a

sound system."
"The Center is just lovely and quite
a wonderful addition to the community
and for students in the MFT program,"
publicist for the University Joan Grant
said.
Rona Preli, chair of the department
of marriage and therapy, sees the Koslow
Center as a major force in the community: "The marriage and family therapy
department is fortunate to be the beneficiary of Kathy Koslow's generous gift. As
a Jesuit institution, our commitment to
the community, and particularly to those
who are underserved, is profound, she
said.
Preli continued, "With this new
state-of-the-art learning center, our
graduate students will provide valuable
services while learning, and the handson experience they receive will make
their transition from training to practice
in the community seamless. In these difficult and stressful times, we are keenly
aware of our obligation to the community to provide them with reliable and
excellent mental health resources at an
affordable price."
The Koslow Center will be open
seven days a week and will make its
services open to all people, regardless
of their ability to pay. Currently, therapy
sessions are being scheduled on Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays between 3
p.m. and 8 p.m.
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New Website Has Red Sea Thinking Green
BY THOMAS SHEA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

at Fairfield (LEAF). LEAF is a new
project-oriented club that encourages
campaigns to teach students and staff
how to live more eco-friendly lives. "For
example, we updated the information
about the Co-Gen facility, the new student group LEAF, faculty and student research projects involving environmental
stewardship, and other facility advancements we've made," said August.
The goal for the new website is to
show accurately the environmental
initiatives occurring among the students, faculty and administration so
that people can remain up to date on
the environmental events on campus.
The website also contains information
regarding the Environmental Life Residential College, where sophomores can
live amongst others who want to limit
their environmental impact. Juniors and
seniors can also go on to participate in
a Build-A-House Community Program
focused on green initiatives, such as
Earth House.
Overall, the website is designed

Normally when green and red are
together, people know the Christmas
season is upon them. But now when
people around Fairfield see red and
green, they may start thinking about the
environment, thanks to a newly designed website at Fairfield University.
The Fairfield University Green
Movement website, "Red=Green: Sustainability at Fairfield," just finished a
major overhaul to improve its usefulness
and ability to promote an eco-friendly
campus. Different aspects of the Green
Movement are displayed on the website,
including how students can get involved, how professors are infusing the
eco-friendly message into their classes,
and how Fairfield University is improving environmentally on the whole.
Why the changes? "The old website
was extremely out of date and did not
contain nearly all of the initiatives
that are currently going on," said Dana
August '11, the Co-Director of Projects
for Leaders for Environmental Action

to benefit students and provide them
with more ways of getting involved in
the effort to have a greener campus. "It
is geared for educating both future and
current students," August said, "and
we will be adding to it as more of our
initiatives are established." Now more
than ever, students want to find ways to
promote eco-friendly lifestyles. The new
website and the LEAF group not only
promote activities through the clubs,
but also-help students develop their own
projects in order to convert the campus
to a more sustainable community, said
Dana.
Currendy, LEAF is planning Earth
Week activities for the campus and is
organizing a trip to Washington, D.C. to
join Power Shift, a clean energy youth
rally. Information regarding these topics
and more, including the organic campus
garden and other ongoing green initiatives, can be found on the website at
www.fairfield.edu/green or on the LEAF
Facebook page.

Contributed by Dana August

Christopher Morris '11 makes biodiesel in the
Bannow Science Center as part of the LEAF program.

Living and Learning
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

2

to foster a community dynamic.
According to DeFeo, they were designed to "provide opportunities for students to expand their horizons, deepen their
intellectual abilities, and reflect meaningfully on their hopes
for living authentically."
Yet sophomores are conflicted as to whether the Living
and Learning Communities truly do achieve what they set out
to do.
What We Like
Students from Bellarmine Hall rave about living in what
some consider to be the nicest dorm on campus.
"The dorm is beautiful," says Tyler Haviland '13 of his
residence at Bellarmine, which is home to the Creative Life
community.
"Fairfield did a great job, not only with the rooms, but
with the study lounges and common areas. Everything is really
new and really nice. I recommend anyone who is interested in
living here to come check it out," he said.
Another perk of the Living and Learning communities is
the multiple programs that are hosted weekly, which provide
students with food, beverages and place to socialize.
"There's a lot of extra amenities like free food, free drinks,
a huge common room with games and books and stuff," explains Cavalea '13.
What We Don't Like
No matter how much free food and extra square footage
these communities may offer, many students have expressed
that they feel as though they aren't getting what they bargained
for.
"I feel part of a community only due to the fact that I'm
living with my friends- not so much in reference to the building
as a whole," says Jogues resident Connor Leahey.
This is a common complaint among residents of Bellarmine, the Suites and Jogues alike.
"I do not feel as though the money allotted to our community was used effectively," Leahey continues. "I'm sure
most students feel the same way. The Jogues events are never
attended and overall fiscally irresponsible in every sense."
Other students who have grievances with the Living and Learning communities almost unanimously agree that trieir living situations felt as though they'd been imposed or forced upon them.
"The way that the Living and Learning communities are
set up now is such that if you don't apply to one, you're pretty
much screwed on housing as a sophomore," says Bellarmine
resident, Brady Dow.
Students Versus Staff
"I feel a part of my community," says Haviland. "I am not
sure if it is really because of the residential college though. I
feel the friendships I had coming in to the building developed
into new ones with other friends."
Tara Rupp, Area Coordinator of Bellarmine, attests that
the sophomores in the Creative Life Community seem to be

Contributed by Gabriella Tutino

Ignatian Residential College students socialize in Loyola- Commons.

reacting well to new program.
"Based on the Quality of Life surveys, informal feedback
I've received from residents and what I've seen in the building,
there is a good sense of community within 42 Bellarmine," she
says. "Many students have told me that being within a smaller
community that has lots of great common spaces and programs makes it easier to get to know people."
Area Coordinators from Jogues and the Suites were contacted but did not respond to interviews.
The communication gap between what students think and
what administrators understand is apparent through the words
of students themselves.
"The administrators must realize that not everyone wants
to be placed into a forced living environment where everyone
has differentiated view points on the community as a whole,"
Leahey says. "Additionally, if this 'community' idea continues
again for next year, they must really commit towards the idea.
At this point, it feels halfhearted and terribly disorganized."
Moving Forward
"If students choose not to take advantage of these opportunities, or choose not to get involved in the.life of their community they are doing themselves a disservice and missing the
point of an authentic Jesuit and Catholic education at Fairfield
University," said Associate Dean of Students and Director of
Student Development Joe Defeo.
DeFeo and his team are working to inform Freshmen

about the communities in an attempt to avoid the rampant
discontent that many sophomores are addressing currendy.
"I feel that Joe DeFeo flies under the radar for the work
and effort he puts into all the communities, not just Bellarmine," says Haviland '13. "However, forcing students to live in
Jogues if they choose not to participate will lead to students
applying, and being accepted, but not participating at all."
Some rising sophomores say that they're beginning to feel
forced into the Living and Learning Communities much like
the current class did.
"I applied to the environmental residential college in Kostka for next year because I hoped applying it would give me a
better chance of getting into the dorm than the lottery would,"
says Freshman Amanda Dellot.
"I felt obligated to apply because everyone made it seem
like without it, it would be a really hard time getting into a
dorm you wanted- especially considering there are only two
other options."
In the meantime, sophomores look to offer their feedback.
"I think they should be either lower tuition or allocating
funds to more things the students want, like a new RecPlex and
bettering Barone," suggests Bryan Shea of Bellarmine. "Not
on forcing us to go on retreats or to 'community' events. It's
completely unnecessary that we are paying so much to go to
this school and most students do not want to be a part of these
communities that we're forced into." .
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in Fukushima ceased to cool, causing Reactor No. 1 to explode on Saturday and the roof
of No. 3 to blow up Monday morning.
The situation became increasingly dangerous as radiation levels continued to rise in
Fukushima as of Tuesday. A small number of people are working to pump seawater into
the plant to diffuse the release of nuclear fuel that had erupted from a third reactor, Reactor No. 4. Fukushima has closed down most public services, and the Red Cross distributed water to waiting residents.
The power station, Tokyo Electric, experienced its first set of blackouts on Tuesday
morning leaving 45 million people without electricity. A smaller earthquake with a 6.0
magnitude shook the country again on Tuesday night. Tokyo residents have sought shelter further south as a result.
The worry that other power facilities will wreak similar havoc caused all factories in
the city to close until at least Thursday.
Fairfield students can make donations to Japan with the help of seniors John Rubinetti and Caitlin Ligouri who are working with Americares. They currently have over $200
and are keeping the donation period open until Friday.

BEACHFRONT HOUSE
AVAILABLE
701A & 701B Fairfield Beach
Road
aka *The GirPs Dupe** (guys or girls
welcomed)
Photo Courtesy of Wikimedia

An ariel view of the wreckage caused by the Sendai earthquake and tsunami on March 11,
2011. This photo was taken from a U.S. Navy Helicopter that provided disaster relief after
the 9.0 magnitude earthquake struck.
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1 Summer Session 1 begins
Tuesday, May 31,2011

Choose from courses on both our New York
City and Westchester campuses in such
areas as:

1 Summer Session II begins
Wednesday, juty 1% 2011

Accounting
Biology
Finance
Physics

Anatomy
Chemistry
Literature
Psychology

Art
Economics
Management

mmer rate,
arn more at:
rw.pace.edu/summer

bacon
with a small coffee

ITEMING f

if it's not (garden Catering, it's just not Speciafl

Breakfast served all day!

Sign up for our Loyalty Program at www.gardencatering.net
You get a FREE JR. Special just for signing up
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When the Lights Go Out

Looking Into the Future,
As We Walk Away
As we senior editors finish our last issue of The Mirror and approach the finish line of our last semester run,
there are a few things we hope to see in Fairfield's future
as we leave it behind.
Communication. It's a popular major in the College
of Arts and Sciences, but maybe more importandy, it is a
problem between our students and administration. With
so many different departments, we've noticed in various
forms over the past four years that they rarely talk to
each other. So many of our current problems would be
significantly lessened if everyone just kept each other in
the loop.
Problems with Residence Life, Public Safety and StuSaturday's blackout caused quite a stir among the administration, who felt the need to evacuate students to the BCC. Story on pg. 3
dent Affairs are common complaints from many student
Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfleldmirror.com.
voices across campus. Authority, intimidation and disappointing accommodations, among other things, strain
the relationship between students and authority. While
students should not be able to get their way in every
circumstance, a mature and decent relationship should
be established to ease campus conflicts.
BY JOHN DRISCOIX
lose interest in their Lenten sacrifices. This is tantamount to sayFUSA does hot properly function as the mediator
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
ing that Catholicism stands only for altruism part of the time.
between students and administration. Whether students
Our world is becoming more secular with each passing
are skeptical that administrators control FUSA, or they
If parents did their job well, it would make sense that
moment. Democracies in the western world have a tendency to
are plainly not interested in participating in different
children would continue the traditions and practices of their
bring along a type of malevolent peace which breaks down culprogramming events, they don't seem to take advantage
parents, without having a strong desire to rebel. Yet a better intural barriers. Immigrants have two options: either to live with
of their student government.
dication of successful parenting would be if a child could behave people of their previous culture (i.e. Chinatown), or to integrate
Students might not know it, but FUSA is their
autonomously, regardless of whether he takes after his elders.
and sacrifice their heritage to be part of the dominant culture.
friend. FUSA has power to speak up and make changes As we live our college lives, we are in varying degrees, much
As a result, people of different backgrounds live together and the
more free from the absolute dominion of our parentsf/and thus
in the politically correct way. Rather than ranting
idea of equality extends itself into the different religions. It is to
bear the burden of making choices of our own volition. Actions
be expected that people living in this type of society would be
outside Residence Life when you are not granted offsuch as attending class, doing homework, eating, sleeping and
less inclined to be enthusiastic about their faith, and accept the
campus housing, voicing your concerns with FUSA is
idea that God loves each of us equally regardless of who we are
not only a mature way to handle the situation, but a
so forth, are generally things which one can expect the averor what our religious beliefs are.
age student to do on his own, but attending church and playing
more beneficial one.
It is up to practicing Catholics to carry the torch and be
Charlie Knights will be taking over Fairfield's student an active role in one's faith take a less prevalent role in most
adamant in their faith not merely for forty days, but for their
body and we couldn't be happier. His extensive FUSA in- people's lives.
This would likely seem bizarre and frightening to our
lives. This is the difference between spirituality, and blind
volvement, BCC presence and kind personality are only a
obedience to a higher power, or what Fairfield student Ronny
ancestors, to whom religious life and spiritual life were both
few of the many remarkable characteristics of our fellow
essential and omnipresent. It is true that many Fairfield students Nunez describes as a "mass-event of indoctrination." Those of us
classmate. We feel confident his leadership next year
do attend church regularly and are devout Catholics (as could be who have been raised Catholic have been exposed to a variety
will not only maintain the progress made this year on
of ideas like purgatory, limbo (which apparentiy doesn't exist
seen by all the students with ash crosses on their foreheads last
campus, but also improve the student involvement and
anymore), and "fish on Fridays." Judeo-Christian concepts like
communication through the many great FUSA initiatives Wednesday). It seems apparent, however, that outnumbering
pity, community, bettering oneself, industriousness and love, all
these are the ones who were raised Catholic and do not seem to
offered each semester after.
existed ten thousand years ago and will continue to exist long
Charlie told The Mirror last week, "I understand not care about the actual practices surrounding Christianity.
after our churches lie forgotten.
Upon being asked what one is "giving up for Lent," people
only the inner working of FUSA, but I also understand
So truthfully, Lent is a distraction from the very transcenoften respond by saying that they "do something instead." In
from an outsider's perspective what the students want
dence
it claims to aspire to help its religion's followers achieve.
my
opinion,
however,
this
mindset
skips
over
the
point
entirely.
FUSA to do for them."
Instead
of following the party line, let us find those things which
Catholics partake in the Lenten season in emulation of Jesus and
We can only hope you recognize the communicabring us both results, and a heightened sense of living. We shall
tion problems between our students and administration, the forty days he supposedly spent in the desert without food or
need it, as Phillip Larkin's poem "Church Going" declares, "If
water. But just as so many Americans make "New Year's resoluand help to ease these problems and quiet some of the
only that so many dead lie round."
tions" around January 1st and then soon forsake them, they also
complaining.

Living Christian, Not Just During Lent

Spring Break
Goodbye cold and icy Fairfield, hello
warm beaches! Even if you're not
going anywhere but home to family
and friends, we hope everyone has
an awesome and safe Spring Break
next week and comes back rested and
relaxed!

Overreacting
Last Saturday's blackout was fun for
some and annoying for others. But
evacuating students to the BCC seems
to be a little much. We're wondering
what the administration was thinking
in that decision. The lights went out
for four hours but the world didn't
come to an end.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
"We ranfor these positions because ofour passionfor the
University. Thefact that we now get to be the voicefor the
students is a great honor and privilege, and one that we
will not take lightly. We're very excitedfor next year."
- FUSA President Elect Charlie Knights
(See the story on pg. 2)

THE MIRROR welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted in person at BCC 104, or by email at opinion@fairfieldmirror.com
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or on www.fairfieldmin-or.com
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of
obscenities and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Letters should not exceed 500 words.
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Making a Difference: Women in War
BY

MARIA MAZZAKO

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There is a street in downtown Cairo, and it has long been
infamous as property ofthe Egyptian males who often engage
in heinous acts against women there. But perhaps all this is
changing; perhaps, in the face of revolution, women are claiming what should be rightfully theirs: a voice. Literally.
It seems that among those who congregated on March 5 to
hear the new prime minister speak, women were the majority
leading the inspirational chants. They sang for national pride,
for faith in the new political rule, and, what is more, for Egyptians - both men and women alike - everywhere. And, most
importantly, they Were heard.
Now, however, the women need to keep this eloquent
voice. Are they the sole force fueling this revolution? No. But
are they proving influential, even necessaryto the movement?
Undoubtedly. And this vitality could be their ticket to emancipation.

Wikimed ia Photo

Female protesters holding up a sign in Egypt. Women are
starting to play a large part ofthe current revolution.

This rise to vocalization, just like the rise to political stability in the Middle East, is not an overnight process. As reported
by the World Economic Forum, Egypt currently ranks as one
ofthe worst countries at promoting equality between men and
women, ranking an astounding 125th among 134 countries.
But this statistic is far from discouraging Egyptian women.
"Things have not changed, they are changing," declared
Mozn Hassan, the executive director of a women's rights group
ofthe Middle East. If women can continue to lead chants and
usher political stability and equality into Egypt, perhaps men
will begin to recognize them as instrumental to the backbone
ofthe country.
It seems that Egyptian females, what with their typical
roles as housewives and mothers, are the one's available to the
revolution while their husbands and fathers are at work; their
time spent free of offices and day jobs provides them with the
availability to attend protests and demonstrations. Astoundingly, however, despite their turnout at activist events, just under half of the Egypt's women can read or write, which leaves
men less-than-keen to put political power into their hands.
So what does this mean for women? It means their
chanting must only get louder. Surrounding the arrest of
the allegedly corrupt interior minister, hundreds of Egyptians organized protests outside major organizations. But
how many women were present at this event? Not nearly
enough. For Egyptian females at the moment, nqt just
making their voices heard, but keeping them heard is of the
essence, and this can only happen if the women boost their
numbers at all political rallies.
This political upheaval in the Middle East could be the
perfect opportunity for women to gain their equality in all
fields of life. And perhaps what would be most influential in
this journey would be the emergence of a definitive leader the Rosa Parks of Cairo or the Susan B. Anthony of Egypt. This
instigator must proclaim to all that women do not belong exclusively in the home. They are not solely housewives, and they
are good for more than a clean house and a hot meal. Sexual
harassment and abuse are heinous abominations that should
endure no longer, and women should not have to fear to report
these disgusting acts. Not only reading and writing, but also

The Kairos Mystique

education and even political power must be a joint possession
of men and women.
Egypt needs to step up and partake in the social revolution in which we Americans engaged in decades ago, and an
era of political turmoil and revolution is an ideal time to do so.
On the streets of protest, women have been facing the same
repressive setbacks as men, and it is time that the country as
a whole recognizes the strengths that are their sisters, and the
wonders that are their wives. .

Swearing: It's Time tofForget You?

BY SEAN SAVAGE

BY DAN RISICA

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This past weekend,
can't talk about Kairos..."
while most of us enjoyed
Not very fitting of a cona momentary break
gregation that claims
from the conto value family and
stant drudgery
acceptance so
of papers and
highly. Not surmidterms, the
prisingly, this
returning memsame organizabers and soon
tion predicates
itself within
to be neophytes
of Kairos took
a religious
their annual retreat
tradition that is as
equally elusive in its
to find renewed
operation.
spiritual and religious
In fitting with Lent,
connection... Otherwise
The Kairos Cross
j feel as though we should
know as "La-La Land." In my
all give something up when it
past years here at Fairfield,
comes to Kairos. Let's give up the sense
few organizations have held such a veil
of empowerment that many think reliof secrecy and exclusivity as this one.
gion gives us, and take up the knowlI found myself again wondering why
edge and rationality that we as human
a group that bases itself on Christian
beings are masters of our own destiny.
values, embodies an identity of entitleLet's also give up the hypocritical idea
ment and social superiority within'its
newly recruited members. As a whole,
of family that Kairos claims, and realize
this organization and the members it
the false promises that its religious
produces formulate what they perbasis gives us.
ceive to be a system of morality, while
These values of family and unity
simultaneously idealizing the man
are however, a vital thing for one to folbehind the curtain more formally know low; they just can't be properly .manias God.
fested within a religious context. When
For the most part, those who have
religion is presented as directly and as
gone on Kairos return with a new sense
conservatively as the members of Kaiof family and spirituality that they
ros would have us think, one becomes
apparendy believe unites them within
hyper-sensitized by the assumed
their own religious faith. However, it
power of a God that exists merely
cannot be denied that there is a certain
through words of fear and intimidaair of supposed superiority with those
tion. As such, a religious group such as
Kairos that utilizes such a strong belief
who flaunt the brass medallions and
should not be granted the freedom we
those who don't.
so passively allot it. It should instead
When asked what goes on at
be questioned and criticized so that we
retreats or how they operate, I have
can finally come to know what really
found that these members respond
goes on at Kairos.
with the same unfailing phrase of, "We

Wikimedia Photo

•A female protester wearing a niqab in Tahrir Square.

"The great pleasure in life is doing what
people say you cannot do." - Walter Bagehot
Ask most people what constitutes a
swear, and you will get a pretty standard list
of words, with maybe one or two differences.
Of course, if you ask someone younger, you
might get words such as "jerk" or "idiot,"
as opposed to more vulgar words from the
older crowd. But in all seriousness, in a world
where a hit song (Forget You) uses the F-word
sixteen times, exactly what-constitutes a
swear anymore?
To find the answer to this question, one
needs to look within the American culture. I
can remember being in fifth grade during a
school event in which World War II veterans
came in to speak with students. Something
that really struck me at that age was what the
old army engineer assigned to my table said,
"Well, there's one thing about the army... I've
never heard such swearing in my life."
Obviously during war, in which one's life
is at risk, there is a propensity to turn up the
"naughty" in language. But in modern times,
it seems like swearing is a much more ac' cepted method of communicating even when
your life isn't at risk. When professors integrate swearing into their lectures, everyone's
interest perks up and people might even
giggle like little children at some ofthe mildly
inappropriate things said.
The definition of "swear," according to dictionary.com is, "To use profane
oaths or language." But if a "swear" is
defined as indecent and obscene language, how can it be used so commonly
in everyday speech?
Swearing appears to be an accepted part
of communication, whether to-express disgust, or just spice up language. But as such, it
is used sparingly, and is not to be overused.
The idea of "swearing" being a bad thing
can be seen in "A Christmas Story," in which

Ralphy drops the "F-dash-dash-dash" word
and is forced to chomp on a piece of soap for
his transgression.
In more recent times, the punishment
associated with the "swear," especially socially, appears to have shifted to racial slurs.
Whereas in older days racial slurs were an accepted part of speech, now they are rejected.
The same veteran who commented on the
bad words being thrown around in the army
probably heard racial slang being thrown
around daily and thought nothing of it. Just
look at how people idolize comedians like
Daniel Tosh for throwing around bad words,
with mild non-P.C. terms used. But then
look at someone like Mel Gibson or Michael
Richards (Kramer from "Seinfeld"), who both
used racial slurs and were instantly vilified
for going "too far." It seems like the social
stigma attached to racial slurs and swearing
has switched from what it was, say, forty years
ago. I'm not saying this is a bad thing, but it is
interesting nonetheless.
Whether or not swearing will remain
and continue to be an integral part of communication has yet to be seen, but for now, I
look forward to the next episode of Tosh.O to
hear the juvenile humor made up of tastefully
inappropriate language.

Illustration by Tebben Lopez/The Mirror
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Not often are people able to tell the story about the
time they tracked down Golden Lion Tamarins, an endangered primate, in the Atlantic Rainforest just to feed
them a banana or when they witnessed a 600 pound sea
turtle lay nearly 100 eggs at 2:00 a.m. Or perhaps the story about following a capybara, the largest living rodent,
through dense brush and mud at midnight. Even the time
when, they watched the explosion of new life when 200
brand new baby sea turtles hatched and waddled on a
wet, sandy beach with crowds of human gapers staring
in frozen wonder and amazement. It was through a three
credit lab course "Vertebrate Zoology" offered through the
Biology Department with a diverse group of entertaining
classmates, Brazilian friends, two friendly and dedicated
teachers Dr. Ashley McKay and Dr. Brian Walker, and the
support of Fairfield University that I was able to experience this memorable trip in Brazil
Visiting Brazil during winter break was a life-changing event. Before the trip, I was an ethnocentric individual who had never ventured out of the country and naively
thought America was the center of the world. All my prior
knowledge of Brazil came from the Disney Movie "The
Three Caballeros", a Brazilian restaurant near my home,
rumors of their beautiful women, and their undying obsession with soccer (futbol). Little did I know I was about
to arrive in one of the most beautiful and friendly places
on earth where all of my stereotypes would wash away.
It was like entering an alien world or the land of Pandora out of "Avatar." Everything was so different from

the USA, yet its function was culture of Brazil and it was quite a breathtaking experisimilar.
The wildlife was ence.
uniquely distinct and odd
All of the students returned from Brazil having gathand the forests were brim- ered data for a number of unique personal projects.
ming with elaborate trees and Some of these projects included time spent casting nets
vegetation, not common to and recording the diversity of fish in a lake, video taping
North America.
the adventures of tracking down Golden Lion*Tamarins
The people had very dif- through the rainforest for a documentary, recording frog
ferent social dynamics. I occa- vocalizations for comparisons between two swamps, a
sionally found myself staring monitoring of bird diversity, and a pilot study of temperdown a hairy 300-pound man ature differences between different sea turtle nests. Our
in a speedo ("sunga") walking .work added to previous research and it left us knowing
his dogs down the street with that we contributed to the understanding of the diverse
his family and saw women of Brazilian wildlife. Throughout the semester we will orgaall ages in skimpy bikinis that nize and eventually present our projects to an audience
were so revealing they would in Bannow.
be charged for public nudity
The adventure into Brazil was incredibly fun and eye
in America. Also, the food opening. I would recommend this winter break trip to all
was usually covered with ab- Fairfield students who want to partake on an adventure
surd amounts of salt and the of a lifetime. This trip was full of nonstop action due to
drinks were packed full of sugar.
expert arranging by our teaGhers that avoided the usual
While my friends up north were in the midst of fierce tourist bus tours and long waits. We dove into the culwinter storms, I was in the humid rainforests and sunny ture and tasted every bit of it from the dense rainforest, to
beaches of Brazil enjoying the South American Christmas the dusty old blue and white Yacht club run by two shirtseason.
less men, to the bouncing city of Farol, and to the calmI learned so much about the Brazilian people, cus- ing boat ride with underwater swimming with sea turtles.
toms, wildlife, and culture and was quick to appreciate These and other events will remain etched in my mind for
the fact that this country is quite different from the United many decades to come.
States. This proved to be my first real breath of fresh cultural air. The Brazilian folks were relaxed. There was no
rush, no materialism, no mansions, no frowns, and most
importantly, everyone seemed to be enjoying a relaxed
and simple life.
My most memorable experience of the trip occurred
oh my first day in Farol when we arrived on a wild Friday
night to a city that was bumping (literally) from the loud
music. As a group, we walked across the street to the enclosure where we gathered up hundreds of baby turtles
and began releasing them onto the beach near the ocean.
In a sudden epiphany, I realized that every aspect of my
Brazilian experience was happening right before my eyes.
At my feet were hundreds of baby turtles struggling down
the soaking beach towards the water. In front of me was
the expansive Atlantic Ocean with foamy waves beating
the earth. Above me was a midnight black sky twinkling
with more glowing stars than I have ever seen in my
lifetime. To top it off, behind me was the main street in
Farol where hundreds of people in speedos and colorful
clothing were dancing, hanging out, and listening to the
loud-speaker systems booming from passing cars. I was
completely immersed in the nature, wildlife, beauty, and

BY PATRICK SHIELDS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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IHE TM1TE VASVK
Of ST. 1A1KICK1I WMK
Understanding the true essence of what you're drinking
Guinness

GUINNESS

Over 250 years of brewing knowledge have gone
into making Guinness
stout the epitome of Irish
Beers. Properly poured
3/4 of the way, then
topped off 119 seconds
later. It is only 130 callories as well and needs
to be tried 3 times before
judged.

Black and Tan
GUINNESS

Bass and Guinness
poured togeather. A variant known as a Half and
Half involves Harp and
Guinness, while another
variant, Black Velvet,
includes Guinness and
hard cider. All making
for an enjoyable lighter
Guinness.

Jameson

MAGNERS

John Jameson's whiskey
is something of legends.
If you haven't seen
the commercials then
you're missing out.
However, those who
suggest Red Bull and
Jameson we just don't
understand.

In both Apple and Pear
flavors, Magners (also
known as Bulmers) is a
hard cider best served '
on ice. This drink seems
to be a personal favorite of those who study
abroad in Ireland.

Baby Guinness

Irish Monkey

The name is pretty
self-explanatory for this
mixed shot. It consists
of Kahlua and a hint a
Bailey's to give it the
authentic priest collar.

Green and banana
flavored, this festively
colored shot goes
down nice and smooth.
The Irish part of the
shot comes from the
Jameson and Bailey's
while the mint liquor
gives it a sweet flavor.

BY JORGE ESPINO
BEER COLUMNIST

A comically cynical man with an Irish
brogue artfully pauses as the Guinness
settles into the pint glass. 119 seconds.
That's how long we must wait for a perfectly
poured pint of Irish pride.
I'd never thought to review Guinness.
It's good. I've always been told that and I've
never questioned it. It's what you drink in
an Irish pub. The official beer of St. Patrick's
day. Monday night, accompanied by Dan
Leitao and Eric Bernsen of The Mirror, I attempted to peel back its dark brown layers.
Well, it is good. It's also misunderstood.
Sure, Guinness is dark, but it's not "too
heavy" or "too filling." It's a wholesome beer
that must be appreciated differently. The
nose is slightly malty, but overall clean. Its
fine carbonation makes for a creamy, textured head that sticks around until the very
end, and the drink is also almond in color.
The malt character has hints of pale
barley and bitter chocolate-roasted malts.
It starts smooth and bittersweet; somewhat
reminiscent of dark chocolate accompanied
by an espresso shot. It ends with a touch of
hop bitterness; Goldings, to be exact.
All in all, it's a good pub stout. I've cer-

tainly tasted better stouts, but it's good for a
mass produced and heavily marketed beer.
I realized that, as with wine tasting, we
should have started with a light-bodied beer
and moved towards Guinness. Instead, we
worked from "heavy" to "light."
Next up was Smithwicks. Its looks are
deceiving. The reddish amber appearance
would have you think it's going to be an
enjoyable, Irish, red ale. However, there is
nothing to say about this beer. It disappointed me with its lack of body, aroma, and malt
and hop character. That said, it's easy drinking; there's just not much to think about as
you put it down.
The last beer we tried was Harp. Again,
not much to say about this lager. It's crisp
and clean with no real character. The thing
about lagers is that the yeast used to make
them consumes much more of the malt sugars than ale yeast. This results in a crisp beer
that is drinkable, but overall boring.
Next, we moved to Magners Irish cider.
We tried both the traditional apple cider and
Magners Pear cider. I'm not a fan of ciders,
but it wasn't bad. It is basically fermented
and carbonated apple juice: Sweet, and
alcoholic.
Before we were done with the cider,
Kevin the bartender reluctantly mixed up
"Irish" shots. The first of them was an "Irish

Staff Choice!
Draft Beer
• Jorge- Guinness
• Eric- Guinness
• Dan- Harp

Mixed Beers
• Jorge- Black and Tan
• Eric- Snake Bite
• Dan- Snake Bite

Mixed Shots
• Jorge- Irish Monkey
• Eric- Irish Monkey
• Dan- Irish Monkey

Whiskey
• Jorge- Slane Castle
• Eric- Tullamore Dew
• Dan- Jameson
Why no Irish Car Bomb?
It might seem odd that there was no
Irish Car Bomb in an article about drinks
for St. Patrick's Day. We discussed Irish Car
Bombs with our bartender and found out it
was an American drink. We also discovered
the drink could be considered offensive by
some people because of its reference to IRA
bombings. That being said, many Irish Car
Bombs will be consumed on the 17th With
no second thought.

Monkey." I knew from the name that it probably was an American invention, but I went
with it. It's a mix of Jameson, Bailey's, and
a mint liquor. Not bad with its smoothness
and minty aftertaste. However, I wouldn't
drink more than one. The hangover must be .
horrendous.
About the only Irish thing in a "Baby
Guinness" shot is the Guinness name. It's
about 95 percent Kahlua with a drop of Bailey's on top. It resembles a Guinness and the
coffee liquor gives it somewhat of the same
qualities, but again, it's only a novelty that
no Irishman seems to enjoy.
After the novelty shots, we moved on
to straight Irish whiskey. First up was Slane
Castle whiskey. It was fairly smooth and
palatable. I'd certainly try it again.
"Paddy" was just bad. Big bite. Nothing
good to say about it.
Bushmills Black Label was like Johnny
Walker Red Label: big bite and plainly unpalatable.
Jameson was drinkable. It's without
a doubt the most popular whiskey and is
commonly used for mixed drinks and shots.
It has a great ad campaign that is clearly
working.
Tullamore Dew was not bad. I'd recommend it for shots, but not for sipping.
We finished off our whiskey tasting

with a whiskey-based liquor called "Irish
Mist." It is made with honey and "Aromatic
Spices." Although it's not my kind of drink, I
would recommend it to those who like sweet
liquors. It's a very sweet spin on whiskey and
quite drinkable. Try it on the rocks with a
lemon twist or mix a splash of club soda and
lemon into it.
Just for the sake of cleansing our palates, we ordered "Black and Tans" and
"Black and Velvets." A Black and Tan is a
classic 50/50 mix of Guinness and a pale ale
(traditionally Bass). Kevin poured us a Black
and Tan with Harp. To me, there really is no
substitute for a Black and Tan with Bass.
Finally, I fried a Black and Velvet for
the first time. It's a 50/50 mix of Guinness
and Magners. I'd highly recommend it for
anyone who likes sweeter drinks and is
hesitant to try Guinness. It's basically a very
sweet and flowery Guinness. Eric turned to
me and stated that it "starts off sweet and
finishes perfect." I agreed as Kevin handed
us the large plate of French fries that Dan
had ordered before we tapped out and left.
Whatever your St. Patrick's Day drink of
choice may be, please enjoy them responsibly. The luck of the Irish is not with those
who choose to drive under the influence.
Remember to tip your bartender (especially
if it's Kevin at the Field). Slainte!

All Drinks Provided By The Field, 3001 Fairfield Ave, Bridgeport.
Drink On St. Patrick's Day 8-11 a.m. Free Shirt with Stag Card
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Visit
By Loan Le
It has been a year
Since I'd last come by
And now I'm kneeling here,
Telling you unmindful lies.
As my knees seep into the soil,
Damp with morning dew,
I am finally one with the dead,
Unfeeling of anything true.
Life is nothing but
Claws that reach
To sink into my skin.
I am tired of living
With the burden that is me.
Strange, how I wish to never
wake.
To be at last
Free.
Your grave has been waiting,
Waiting for me.
Of all the spots in the clearing,
This one still remains free.
Darling, I am tired of walking
aimlessly
Along the stoned roads
Which call for me,
Like wretched souls in misery.
It is futile to resist.

3|^7Io*.)iL-'TW M<w
By Adam Newson
The Twenty-Third Hour
At the twenty-third hour of my last day,
Let me lie in a meadow of familiar earth;
I wish for my hair of leaves, grass, and weeds,
To be tousled and caressed by caring winds.
Let honeybees hum the final melody I hear:
A song of pollen and of life whispered in my ear.
And I'd hope for fireflies to rest on my eyelids,
That they may be my payment to Charon.
As my soul departs, it will pour from my body
And flood the ground with all that I had taken:
Love, learned from butterflies tickling the gust,
And wonder, born in the shadows of a bird's wings.
Therefore, see it not as my death but my return
After being lost for so long in a land of strangers.
My friends will learn to accept this grave embrace,
That welcomes me back at the twenty-third hour.

Alive
By Robert Preli
I have always thought about dying, after an unbearable day
Always wondered how it feels to escape,
To transition from one realm to the next,
And if the ones who get to are lucky.
I wonder what happens to what we leave behind
If the grass around me stays green
And the sky above me stays blue
And the minds in the souls still living
Remain here tickled or tormented by the thought.
Would they at all be scarred.
I hope I can see both when I leave
One fresh and new, warm and comfortable
Flakes of snow slowly falling >
No burdens of the past and none in the present.
But I hope most, I can see this one
See what's left in my wake

I continue to fall.
Now let me rest,
By your side, because I am done
With Life's tests that I bemoan.
In Death, I can confide.
Here I am not alone.

I wonder if we always knew everything in the future
How it ends and begins for us all
If these thoughts and hopes are truly valid
And we knew it
Would we stay here alive
Or move gracefully onward
To something better
I can't say
But I have always thought about it
I just hope I can see it
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+ Satire: Great Wall of Fairfield
Disclaimer: This piece is for entertainment purposes only.

BY PAT

MCGEE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

By Adam Newson
The days are now growing bitter
As the nights become all consuming.
I have measured out our short time
In the passing of brown, sickly leaves.
Warm embraces had in cool nights,
Turn to chilly words in heated rooms.
Did my presence disturb too much?
Can the seasons not exist with me?
I find myself at the weather's mercy;
I am too influenced by changing forces.
And as the last drop of green is bled,
I now understand this to be true:
Summer was merely humoring me,
Just before Autumn.

As a part of Fairfleld's ongoing attempts to keep students off the beach,
the administration recendy announced
plans for a "great wall" which will surround the campus and rival the one
found in China.
"Our wall will be made of military
grade concrete, twenty feet thick, fifteen
feet high and reinforced with titanium
alloy bars about a foot in diameter,"
stated Stanley Stalin, Fairfleld's director
of imprisonment, in a recent press conference. "Armed sentries will be posted
24 hours a day, and the only point of
entrance will be a single gate that will take eight oxen about five minutes to open and close. We
will also have seismic sensors every five feet in order to ensure no tunnels are dug underneath.
It will close permanently for the night at 8 p.m., Monday through Thursday, 6 p.m., Friday and
Saturday, and all day on Sundays."
This is the latest move by Fairfield to confine its students on campus. Other initiatives
include the construction of two new dorm and apartment buildings.
When asked where the money was coming from to fund this project, Stalin responded,
"Parking tick—I mean... donations."
In order to fulfill the promise of 24-hour sentries, the Department of Public Safety will increase in size by about 500% and will be outfitted with tear gas, riot shields and rubber bullets.
The construction of the wall will involve the clearing of hundreds of trees surrounding
campus, but the administration hopes to sooth environmental concerns by assuring students
that the high powered spotlights, which will now sweep the campus from dusk 'til dawn, will be
solar powered.
When asked for their opinions, student responses varied. One female freshman driving a
brand new BMW replied, "I think it's a great idea. It will keep all those people from Bridgeport
away."
We asked a junior who had just been denied release off-campus for his input but the person was too busy applying to other schools to answer our questions.
The "great wall" was accepted after proposals for electronic fences, minefields and a
crocodile-nTled moat were turned down.

+ Fashion: fevers and mirrors

One Shirt, Tons of Options
Learn how to take one staple shirt and create
four different outfits to suit any occasion. American Apparel
BY ASHLEY ZANGARA

Button-up Top

REVIEW EDITOR

This black, oversized, chiffon American Apparel button-up top is the perfect item of clothing to have in your
closet for this spring season. It can be worn in several different ways, all fabulous. A hot item for this upcoming Spring
Break, this sheer shirt is versatile enough for night and day festivities. If you want to go with a sexy look for a night out,
you can simply leave the bottom buttons open and tie it in a bow exposing your lower stomach. Put on a pair of skinny
jeans and high heels to complete your look. You can also tuck it into a mini skirt leaving a few top buttons open with a
bandeau underneath. If your feeling more relaxed, you can allow it to drape with a tank top under. It even looks cool as
a bathing suit cover up in the summertime! It comes in other colors as well such as pink, blue and forest green.

The Same Look, but Cheaper!
The Gap Oversized Tee

$9.99

$58

Location! Location! Location!

3 Bedroom Furnished
Beach House For Rent
2011-2012 School Year
Great House with Fantastic Parking

uted Photos

Cheap Monday Fanny Blouse

$25 on sale

703 Fairfield Beach Road
Interested? Call 203-254-8419
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COFFEE BREAK
His iPhone / Her BlackBerry

Send your thoughts to
info@fairfieldmirror.com.
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Editor Dan Leitao »info? fairfieldmirror.com

Celebrating Green, Gingers and Guinness
Dan Leitao
This St. Patrick's Day marks a sad day in
history. It will be the first time I do any type
of schoolwork on March 17 in my 21 years on
this earth. I will be taking a chemistry midterm at 7:30 a.m. so that I can make church at
9:30 a.m. in Stamford.
St. Patrick's Day has always been a bit
different for me then most kids. Church in
the morning, watching the Irish flag raised
over the Stamford town hall and then a trip
to the Ancient Order of Hibernian's Hall with
my family, and sometimes marching for Tipperary in the New York City Parade. It really
hasn't changed much except now that I am
of legal age, I can enjoy a few pints out at all
the different bars as we hitch rides with my
cousins, who Irish step dance at nine different bars in one day.
Two rules I was raised with: The first is
never say, "I'm Irish so I drink a lot," and the
second is don't order an Irish Car Bomb at an
Irish Bar.
The first saying would earn me a slap
across the back of the head from my grandfather. He would tell me that you don't need to
prove every stereotype right.
The second one seems crazy because
everybody drinks Irish Car Bombs atlrish Bars
on St. Patrick's Day. However if you pause and
think about what you're ordering it would be
the equivalent of ordering a "Pearl Harbor" at
a Japanese place or a "Palestinian Car Bomb"
in a New York Bar.
There is no doubt that the large majority
of America participates in the holiday simply to
race to see who can be drunk before 10 a.m. or
to continue their drunken stupor from the night

pwc

->,-./■><2008

Alexandria Hein
before. But as BlackBerry girl will tell you,
it's a great holiday to just enjoy everybody's
company. Everybody is happy on St. Patrick's
Day and class attendance is always lowerespecially for the evening classes.
That all being said, I wouldn't claim to
be a saint on St. Patrick's Day. I will most
certainly be using the day of dispensation from
Lenten promises to throw back a shot of Jameson with BlackBerry Girl at the Field. If she
is going to be pretending to like soccer I will
have to see this to believe it. I'm pretty sure
when she throws down the gauntlet for an Irish
step dancing battle, I won't be able to refuse.
Too much will be at stake (clearly not my self .
respect). I just know that when that video hits
Facebook, Youtube, and then Barstool we will
both regret it the next morning.
So enjoy your St. Patrick's Day. It only
happens once a year and nobody does it
better then the States. But try to at least save
the stumbling around 'til after 5:00 pm. It is
a holy day but nobody said it need be a most
certainly holy night. (Mom I promise it will
stay a holy night for me).
When you raise a glass and say 'Slainte'
with your mates, remember that just because
you're Irish, it doesn't mean you can/need to
drink a lot, no matter how many times you
say it.
-Sent from my iPhone
P.S. Men's Basketball great win last
night.

^
i » PwC
n. r*>s T
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u- andJ
Completes
Tax practice
internship
PwC's Internship Development Program

2009

Earns Masters ofAccounting, hired as a Tax Associate at PwC
7r.

2010

JoiruMarketing&SaJeS

.

"Everybody is Irish on March 17," is what
the sign says atop of the Guinness Factory in
Dublin, Ireland. It was there that my 100 percent Sicilian mother declared it the stupidest
holiday of the year. There, there mother! I beg
to differ! Finally, a holiday where people of
every race, religion, ethnicity, gender or whatever else can disguise themselves in green
and pretend to be a leprechaun for 24 hours.
Where everyone speaks their mind thanks to
liquid courage and you find out who has the
jig pumping through their blood.
Beer drinkers of every flavor can unite
with a pint and cheer to the County Kerry, or
wherever they want to pretend to be from. A
day when finally I won't be judged for blasting
my O'Neill Band's 50 Irish Drinking Songs and
knowing every last word. People are unusually
happy on St. Patty's Day. Maybe it's because
of the food that Columbus Day lacks, or the
elaborate dances that Martin Luther King Day
is missing, or the fact that we are all united
and drinking on a workday, knowing full well
that we will not be able to call in sick the next
day.
Think about all of the benefits of St.
Patty's day for us girls. Like how we can wear
t-shirts and baseball hats to the bar for once!
The pressure is off for an immense amount of
make-up, unless it involves stickers or tacky
green glitter, and heels are definitely not a
requirement. Actually I'd say they are frowned
upon—unless they are green and you can
stamp a jig in them.
The only holiday that I can equate to the
happy feeling you get on March 17 would be
New Years. But think about all of the prepara-

tion that goes into that and the rip in your
stockings that happens at 9:58 p.m. and the
horrid pictures that produce at midnight and
all of the pressure about a ball drop kiss. Oh
relax, it's St. Patty's! Throw on a comfy pair of
jeans and go yell about some girl named Erin
and her Bra in your favorite local bar. See? I
bet you feel better already knowing that this
day is tomorrow.
For those of you with tests on Friday or
an early internship, suck it up! You should
have been studying for that test all week. One
of my favorite parts of St. Patty's Day is day
drinking so you can pass out plenty early and
wake up refreshed for that early train in. For
places to hit I heard the Field will be fun.
iPhone boy and I will probably unite for
a drink and a jig, seeing as we are both former
step dancers and let the orange green and
white fly next to our red, white, and blue for
this one day. No need to insult him this week.
I can't help it, but I already feel the
leprechauns jigging in my belly in anticipation
for this day! Green bagels, green beer, corned
beef and cabbage, the music, the chanting,
the pretending to like soccer—oh bring it on!
I've been counting down since we tried to celebrate this holiday the right way in Florence
last year. While Lion's Fountain was a decent
substitute for a while and people loved our
light up shamrocks, let's be honest, nobody
does it like the U.S.A., and it feels good to be
home for this one. I didn't even mind missing
Easter last year. It was on St. Patty's Day that I
felt homesick!
-Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

Mallory
J Elliott, PwC Senior Associate. Following an internship
r at PwC,
'
°
Mallory earned a Masters of Accounting. After she was hired full-time, her
work impressed a senior partner and she was given the opportunity to move into
,1
„
„ „
Marketing & Sales, feeding her career and future even further. To see Mallory's
full timeline and how you canfeedyourfuture, visit www.pwc.tv

© 2011 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLR All rights reserved. In this document. "PwC" refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a Delaware limited liability partnership), which is a member firm of
PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal entity. We are proud to be an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.

Coffee Break

MAP LIB
1. mental state.
2. emotion
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Qrcwwyy'y IrLbK Proverby
I think Granny was a little
told me these proverbs the other day...

3. adjective,

- A guest should be

4. verb -ed_

-A

5. noun
6. adjective,
7. adjective,
8. noun
9. adjective.
10. adjective,
11. noun
12. verb
13. personal belonging,

16. verb
17. adverb
18. plural noun,
19. celebrity
20. body part,
21. name_

(1-mental state) when she
(2-emotion) in another man's house.

(3-adj) mouth is musical
_(4.-ed

Don't count your chickens before they are
verb)

_(5-n.).

If you meet a red-haired woman, you'll meet a
- It is better to be born
(7-adj).

_(6-adj) than

- Wisdom is what makes a poor man a
son
(9-adj), a
bad one, a foolish
- Remember even if you

_(8-n.), a weak per(10-adj) generation of a
(11-n.) reasonable.

(12-verb) all, keep your good
(13-personal belonging) for if you loose that

14. noun
15. body part,
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you are worthless.
(14-noun) rise to meet you, May the wind be
_(15-body part)
(16-verb) warm upon your face,
,(17-adv) upon your
and, Until we meet again,
_(19-celebrity) hold you in the palm of His

May the
always at your
May the sun
The rains fall"
(18-plural noun)
May
(20-body part).
"Happy St..

_(21-name)'s Day!" she said to me as I left.
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Career Corner

Employer Application Deadlines:
Northiestem Mutual - Meadows Financial Croup
Financial Representative tetern

$8.99 WORKS
WASH
(Save $7)
When you show Fairfield University ID

Wired Wash & Wax
484 Tunxis Hill Road
Fairfield, CT 06825
203-333-9566
www.Wired-Wash-Wax.com

3/17/2011

Blington Management Group, LLC
AnMar International LTD.

Financial Representative
^counting/Finance and IT Associate
Production assistant

3/17/2011
3/18/2011
3/20/2011

AnMar International LTD.
Be Castle Sofa are, LLC
Eze Castle Sofaare. LLC

Laboratory Assistant
Connectivity Consultant
Jr. Soli are Developer

3/20/2011
3/20/2011
3/20/2011

Be Castle Sofaare, LLC
Eie Castle Sot*are, LLC
Be Castle Sofa are, LLC

Q A Analyst
Systems Consultant
Compliance and Commission Consultant

3/20/2011
3/20/2011
3/20/2011

Be Castle Sofa are, LLC
Be Castle Sofa are, LLC
Be Castle Sofa are, LLC
Price■ aterhouseCoopers LLP

Business Consultant (NY)
Business Consultant (CT)
Business Consultant (MA)
Assurance Associate

3/20/2011
3/20/2011
3/20/2011
350/2011

Morgan Stanley(NYC}
RBC Wealth Management
CDW Corporation

Sales Assistant - hstrtutional Equity Division
Client Associate/Investment Support
Account Manager- Inside Sates

354/2011
358/2011
359/2011

W.B. Mason Co., Inc.
Red Parlor Records Music Business
Red Parlor Records Music Business

Sales Representative
Administrative Assistant
Administrative Assistant

358/2011
3/30/2011
350/2011

Tax Analyst Financiai Services
Cantor Fitzgerald
Analyst Training Program
Privilege Underwriters
Northiestem Mutual Financial Netsork (2JZO1O Financial Group)
Indeed
indeed

Financial Representative
Client Services Mem
Sales intern

350/2011
350/2011
3/315011
3515011
3515011

Bt MBit to visit Experience ^Recrurtisg) to apply for ttese and others http://
fjrrfieW.ejrperieirce.coflf

Questions???
Career Planning Center Drop - h Hours
EveryFriday
1:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m.

|j

Kekey Center CPC

Visit us on Facebook - Fairfield University Career Planning Center

Have a GREAT SPRING Break!

Sports
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IN SPORTS

THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

Sports Shorts

What To Watch For
Wednesday- Men's/Women's Tennis vs.
UCONN at 3 p.m.

Women's Tennis - The Women's Tennis team improved to 4-4 with a 5-2 victory
over the University of Albany last Sunday.
Sharissa Ryan, NiKki Jackson, Alyssa Ruiz,
and Victoria Pirrello were all victorious in
their singles matches. Kristin Liu and Caroline Emhardt lead the Stags in doubles play.

Friday - Men's Baseball at Temple at 3 p.m.
Saturday - Women's Golf at the C&F Bank Invitational
Men's Lacrosse vs. Colgate at 1 p.m.
Sunday - Women's Softball at the University of Stony
Brook
Monday - Men's Golf at the C&F Bank Invitational

Men's Tennis - The Men's Tennis team fell
4-3 in a close match against the University of
Delaware last weekencL Joe Michalisin and
Erik Kremheller excelled in doubles play, but
the contest was decided when Delaware's
Courtney Scott beat Dan Sauter at first singles.

Tuesday - Men's Golf at the C&F Bank Invitational

BY THE NUMBERS

Women's Softball - The Stags finished the
Wolfpack Classic in Raleigh, North Carolina
with a 3-2 record, which puts the team at a
5-5 overall record. Despite the loss to Maine
to end the tournament on Sunday, freshman
Lauren Liseth hit a pair of home runs.
Men's Baseball - Fairfield fell 2-1 in extra
innings against St: Johns this past tuesday.
Junior Scott Warwick held a no-hitter for the
Stags until the sixth inning. Fairfield notched
seven hits in the strong effort against the
preseason Top-25 RecTStorm.

15

6

Yorel Hawkins
scored 15 out of
his 17 total points
in the second half
of the Stags NIT
first round victory

The Mens Baseball
team have had six
games this season
decided by one run,
three of which being
extra-inning contests.

Mens Lacrosse
goalie Charlie
Cipriano has held
opponents to six
or fewer goals five
times this season.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"I tell Charlie before every single game he's the best
goalie in the country and I believe that 100 percent."

NIT Update
The Fairfield Men's Basketball team will take on Kent
State in their Second Round match-up this Friday at
home (specific location to be determined).

-Junior attack lohn Snellman referring to his teammate
Charlie Cipriano, who was named the ECAC Lacrosse
League Defensive Player of the Week while the team's
contest against Vermont was in progress

SPORTS 3X5

Your 2010-20113x5 Columnists:
Tom Fitzpatrick, Tommy Polise
and Jack Meagher.

WmSSsKM

Because they like to
talk... Sports.

March Madness: Who
win win it all?

Plans for Sping Break?

WBBBBB
WZPATRICK
SPORTS COLUMNIST

TOMMY POLISE

Ohio
Sta over Kansas.
io State
Making memories on
XJConn and Pitt join them Caribbean Isles,
in the Final Four.

My dark horse is Belmont
going all the way.

CONTRIBUTOR

TIMM1
Tf—
I did witness Scotland cheat Real 1Irishmen wear
green

Punta Cana. No girls allowed though.

Video footage
provided concrete
evidence that Scodand
did not cheat.

I always wear red for
the Stags.

Winning in Punta Cana.

Props to Japan for making
it on time.

BLOOPER

SUNDAY.NlGHT

Saint Patricks Day: Is
everybody Irish or are
you wearing orange?

twice in one game. I think
the Jamaicans had the most
talent though.

LAX GOALIE

3HER

Who was the best
country last weekend/
is Scotland a bunch of
cheaters?

A wise man once said
"Teigh trasna ort fein"

Fairfield Prep hockery
winning states this
year?

¥ou must be mistaking
me for someone who
cares.

Hopefully. Go Jesuits.

I'm going to disregard
this question and give a
shout out to Pasquale and
the Sybians. Go A league
softball!
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Stags Move Forward with First ECAC Win
Look to Continue Improvement in New Season
'12 and 2010's leading scorer Sam Snow
'13, touching the net might be the hardest thing for the Stags.
The Fairfield University men's
"I think our offense needs to find
lacrosse team entered the 2011 cama way to get north of 10 goals - It's kind
paign with high expectations. And why
of hard to put a lot on our defense if
shouldn't they?
we only score five," Snellman said. The
Just a season ago, the team was
Stags scored a season high nine goals on
ranked in the top 20 lacrosse teams of
Monday against Vermont.
the nation after beating the eventual
The eighth best defensive unit from
national runners-up Notre Dame. They
the 2010 season only returns five players
were adding the twentieth best recruitthis season. But probably the most valuing class in the country and still had a
able of those returnees only played in
core group to build around, including
3 games last year. Junior goalie Charlie
preseason All-American player Sean
Cipriano lost the starting job to Joseph
Bannon.
Marra last year. Marra would lead the
But the Stags started off this promisStags to a top 20 ranking and was drafted
ing year in less than stellar fashion. They
37th overall by the Chicago Machine in
were 2-2 through their first four games,
theMLL. •
losing a tough game to Villanova. But
But this year, head coach Andrew
just as slow as the year started, Fairfield
Copeland has seen a new player who
might now be speeding in the right dihas something to prove,
rection. The squad is riding a two game
"I think Charlie getting beat out
winning streak, including coming out on
his sophomore year was the best thing
top in their first ECAC game of the year.
to happen to Charlie," he said. "I think
"I think that we've improved over
Charlie came back a new man, a new
the course of the last couple of months
person, a new player this year. He was
and at the end of the day that's all we
really motivated and kind of went into
can really look for," Coach Andrew
came the preseason really hungry."
Copeland said. After the tough loss to
Snellman, who has touched net
Villanova, the team saw their upcoming
more than any other Stag over the past
schedule as a way to get back on track.
two years, also knows the impact of
The most important stretch of the season
stopping goals.
was already starting, as they were ready
uirrm
"I would say that our biggest
Peter Caty/The
strength would probably be Charlie in the
to begin their conference slate against Air Stags midfielder Marshall Johnson drives by Vermont attackman A.J. Masson on March
Force.
14. 2011 with back to back wins against Air Force and Vermont this past week.
cage," he said. "I tell Charlie before every
" [We] came .in ready to work on
single game he's the best goalie in the
It showed them that they could make a
Tuesday [and] probably had the hardest
But in order to keep improving, every
country and I believe that 100 percent."
practice that any of us has ever had," John
comeback in the fourth quarter and play a
team must focus on their strengths and
With the increasing offensive attack,
Snellman '12 said. The attacker tallied four full game.
weaknesses, and they might not be what
combined with a defense that now features
goals over the current win streak.
"I think to date we haven't played a 60
a fan might think of as applicable for the
a motivated Cipriano, this Fairfield Stags
The win against Air Force was good for minute game, and [on Friday] we pulled
current Stags. Despite returning nearly 90
team could even improve on what they did
more reasons than just giving the team a
it together and finished it like we should,"
percent of its offense from last year, includ- last year. This season has the chance to be
starting record of 1-0 in their conference.
Snellman said.
ing their active points leader Brent Adams
a national special surprise.
BY IVEY SPEIGHT

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Women's Lacrosse Learning to Adjust
BY IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

f

-

The Fairfield University women's lacrosse team dropped
their second game of the season as they fell to the University
of New Hampshire Wildcats 12-8 on Saturday. The defeat
puts the Stags' record to 4-2 on the year.
"[It's] very disappointing in the sense that we caused
our own problems out there," said third-year head coach
Mike Waldvogel. The Stags struggled on offense, being limited to a season low eight points and amassing 24 turnovers.
"We just don't have the ball enough. Right now we have
the ball, clear the ball and turn it over," Coach Waldvogel
said.
The inability to keep the ball and transfer those possessions to points is a stark turnaround for a team that just last
year was rated eighth in the nation. However, the team itself
is a stark turnaround from a season ago. They graduated
one of the most successful senior classes in program history
last year, and are now also forced to deal with the injury to
captain Kristen Coleman' 11 that will end her season before
it even had a chance to start. Coleman is the all-time leader
for the Stags in both points and goals and was ironically
named preseason Player of the Year.
But the Stags are trying to pick up the pieces after losing
55 percent of last season's offense due to graduation and injury. "It does [affect the offense] but by this time of year we
get used to that," Waldvogel said. With the exception of the
Saturday contest, the offense has had the same spark that it
held in 2010, averaging 14.2 goals per game.
"Right now we're going in the right direction, I just think
we have to limit our unforced turnovers," Waldvogel said. In
Saturday's game, the Stags were facing a squad who currently ranks sixth in the nation in caused turnovers and 29th
in overall defense.
With the injury to their senior star Kristen Coleman, Fairfield is going to have to rely on their young star.

Sophmore Chloe Mangan was named the 2010 MAAC
Rookie of the Year and was selected to the All-MAAC
First Team.
"Our offense is still strong and we need to keep coming together like that," Mangan said.
Despite being ranked 21st in the nation last week,
this team is dealing with a lot of transitions. Ihey are
looking to fill the void of graduating seniors and the, now
injured, best player in Fairfield history - yet they still have
not missed a beat. They nearly upset #10 James Madison
a week ago, and are still by far the most talented team in
the MAAC.
A preseason loss could even help this team improve
their game, as Mangan explained.
"After you lose, you always dwell on what you did
wrong, but it's a step you need to take after that," Mangan
said. "It's back to the fundamentals, catching and throwing, protecting our stick, and getting those ground balls."
So far, this team has jumped over all the obstacles
in its way. A big factor helping the team is the chemistry
that allows the team to bond both on and off the field.
"I've never been on a more connected team... [a]
more united [team]," Mangan said. "We need to trust
each other. We do. But we need to have a little more."
With the team facing the challenges of replacing
stars, their goal remains the same despite a loss before
the conference slate. "We're so good and we just fell
apart," Mangan said.
The 2010 MAAC Runners up will try to improve after
the disappointing upset to Marist in the Championship.
Chloe Mangan said, "This is the best team at Fairfield so
far. We just have to win... really, that's our biggest goal."
"To beat some of those top teams that we're going
to be playing and really prove ourselves not only in the
MAAC but in the lacrosse world," she said. "We've come
very far and we just need to drive it home."

Mirror File Photo

Chloe Mangan '13, midfielder for the Stags, thinks the unity of
the team could help throughout the course of the season, but
hopes more trust among players will improve the team dynamic.
This photo was taken last year during the Spring 2010 season.
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Stags Show Strength in NIT Win

Sam Noblett/ The Rocky Mountain Collegian
Coach Ed Cooley encourages Guard Colin Nickerson and his other players, who caused 20 Colorado State turnovers in a 62-60 victory.
COURTESY OF FAIRFIELD
SPORTS INFORMATION

Sam Noblett/ The Rocky Mountain Collegian
Guard Derek Needham drives to the basket against the Rams in last night's
game.

Yorel Hawkins scored a game-high 17 points,
including 10 of the final 11 points, to help the
Fairfield University men's basketball team defeat
Colorado State University 62-60 in the first round
of the National Invitation Tournament (NIT). The
Stags will play Kent State in their second round
match-up.
Fairfield won its second NIT game in program
history with the result, the last coming during the
1973 NIT. The Stags knocked off Marshall University by an 80-76 decision in that tournament, and
ended a five-game losing streak in the NIT.
The Stags played the Rams closely throughout
the first half, taking their first lead off a three-point
play by Ryan Olander for a 3-2 edge in the opening two minutes. Colorado State put together
six straight points to take an 8-3 lead, the team's
biggest advantage of the first half. The team made
four of its first five shot attempts which allowed it
to take that lead.
Fairfield's defense clamped down after Head
Coach Ed Cooley called a time out at the 17:25
mark. From that point, the visitors surrendered
only eight points over the next eight minutes and
forced nine turnovers in the first 12 minutes. The
Stags played off those turnovers and began to find
the offensive flow during that stretch.
Colorado State scored the final three points of
the half with a Smith jumper and a Travis Franklin
free throw that made the score 31-29 at intermission. Smith led all Ram scorers with seven points
by halftime, while Olander finished the first 20
minutes with 10 points.
The Rams scored the first basket of the half,
but the Stags came back with a 6-0 run that put
them back in the lead at 35-33 with 16:16 remaining. Hawkins scored four of those points and Derek

Needham started the run with a driving layup.
Pierce Hornung tied the game 18 seconds later, but
Needham made another run at the hoop to regain
the lead at 37-35.
Fairfield still owned a two-point edge at 45-43
at the 12 minute mark, but that went away after
Andre McFarland hit his second three pointer of
the game to push Colorado State back in front at
46-45 at the 8:44 mark. Needham took that lead
away with a three-point shot that also pushed him
over the 1,000-point mark for his career, making
the score 48-46. Colorado State came within a
point several times over the next three minutes,
but the Stags always answered to keep that threepoint lead intact.
The Stags finally added to that lead when
Hawkins netted a jumper at that made the score
57-52 with 2:53 remaining. The Rams tallied
the next four points, the last coming off a Ogide
breakaway dunk that made it a one-point game
at 57-56 with 1:32 remaining. Hawkins gave the
Stags a three-point cushion when his foul-line
jumper beat the shot clock for a 59-56 edge with 59
seconds left.
The Rams made things very interesting when
Dorian Green was fouled on a three-point attempt
with eight seconds left to make the score 61-60.
Needham was fouled on the inbound pass and
made one of two free throws for a two-point advantage with five seconds left.
The Stags were outrebounded in the game
by a 52-30 count, but limited the Rams to just 11
second-chance points. Meanwhile, Fairfield had a
20-8 edge in turnovers, and committed just three
miscues in the second half.
* Ryan Olander tallied a double double with 12
points and 10 rebounds, while Needham added 10
points to the cause. Andy Ogide scored 13 points to
pace the Colorado State offense, while Greg Smith
collected 15 rebounds.

